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Dr. David Savitz greeted his granddaughter

Aviva in her kindergarten classroom—

a familiar scene throughout the school

during the 11th annual Grandparents and

Special Visitors Day on May 18. Nearly 200

people took part in the day, hailing from 

13 states and two Canadian provinces, as

Maimonides celebrated the beauty and

breadth of its many generations.
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DEDICATION OF BEIT MIDRASH A MILESTONE
Maimonides School believes there is unity in

diversity, and hundreds of Middle and Upper

School students and teachers celebrated

that spirit on April 27.

The school dedicated a new beit midrash,

where some 50 students of Sephardic

lineage now participate in daily worship.The

refurbished classroom is a gift to all

Maimonides students, however, as it is

earmarked for Judaic Studies classes when

not in use for prayer.

Members of the Class of 2007 received 

their diplomas on Sunday, June 17, during

commencement ceremonies held before

hundreds of teachers, parents, relatives and

friends in Fox Gymnasium.

Graduation was defined by pomp and

circumstance, music and laughter, cheers

and applause, and highlighted by remarks

by student speakers and school leaders.

Noam Hassenfeld delivered the valedictory

in Hebrew, addressing the quest for identity.

"In order to make our lives worthwhile… we

need to realize that G-d is in every minute

detail of the world," his translation read. "We

need this emotional connection… yet at the

same time we must never forget the Jewish

tradition." Judaism, his translation read, "is

our very identity… Whatever kind of life you

choose to live, always remember that you

are a member of a people that has lasted by

its heritage, its sense of community and its

spiritual awareness."

Elana Kesselman addressed the ceremony in

English, testifying to the school's central role

of community as well as an educational

institution. "Regardless of what the real

world actually holds, we know we are better

prepared for it," she asserted. Rabbi Dr.

Joseph B. Soloveitchik, zt"l, founder of

Maimonides School, "saw fit to create a

school where all could walk with dignity and

faith… We're bringing with us the gift the

Rav left us." She also spoke of the solidarity

of the graduating class, and the lessons

learned from various academic subjects.

Other student speakers were Melody

Michaelson and Aliza Petrack, who read

excerpts from the teachings of the Rambam,

a long-standing tradition at Maimonides

commencement.

Rabbi Yair Altshuler, Middle and Upper

School principal, focused his first graduation

address on leadership. Maimonides has

been "a greenhouse and a factory for

leadership," he said. "You should, and you

will, become leaders, and you will remember

SENIORS In COMMENCEMENT Spotlight

Continued on page 7

l"vfFounded in 1937 by Rabbi Dr. Joseph B. Soloveitchik,

Edmund Shamsi, benefactor for the Maimonides
Sephardic beit midrash, carries a Torah scroll to its
new Aron Kodesh. Rabbi David Shapiro, Rosh
Yeshiva, helps with the chuppah.

Continued on page 2
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MAIMONIDES GRADUATE A KEY MEMBER 
OF HOLOCAUST MUSEUM'S LEADERSHIP
When a head of state or high-ranking

diplomat visits the U.S. Holocaust

Memorial Museum, chances are he or

she will receive a guided tour from a

1962 Maimonides

School graduate

who made a mid-

life decision to work

in the Jewish

community.

Arthur S. Berger has

been the museum's

senior advisor for

external affairs

since October 2005,

overseeing international relations, VIP

outreach, and aspects of public and

media relations and development.

He also assists in fundraising 

activities. From November 2000, he

directed the Museum's communi-

cations department.

Mr. Berger, who grew up in Rhode

Island, graduated from Maimonides in

1962. The administrative and high

school wings of the new Brookline

campus were completed just in time for

commencement there. He still

remembers Rabbi Isaiah Wohlgemuth

as "an incredible person—he helped

me write my bar mitzvah speech." 

Mr. Berger spoke of how his

Maimonides education was especially

beneficial "while I was in the Foreign

Service, and especially when I had my

assignments in Israel" from 1982 to

1986. "Everything about the connection

with the State of Israel came

back to me…. My Hebrew was

quite good, and part of the

reason was the education 

I got at Maimonides." Another,

he acknowledged, was that he

boarded with Hebrew teacher

Jacob Lamdan, and "he really

required us to speak Hebrew

in the house."

After graduating from Yeshiva

University, Mr. Berger earned a master's

degree from Howard University and

continued post-graduate studies at

Washington, D.C., researching political

leadership in Africa and the Middle East.

In 1970 he began a 25-year career in the

U.S. Foreign Service, with assignments

not only to Israel but also Uganda,

Ethiopia, Brazil and the Netherlands, as

well as in Washington. He was

spokesman at the American Embassy in

Israel from 1982 to 1986. Then he

moved on to positions with the

American Jewish Committee and the

Weizmann Institute of Science before

joining the Holocaust Museum.

The museum has three mandates, he

explained. One is remembrance—a

DDVVAARR
TTOORRAAHH

CLOSING THE LAST CHAPTER
WITH A MESSAGE OF LOVE
by Rabbi Stuart Klammer, Elementary Principal 1996-2007

The xey ilr tells us that the connecting of two 

things that were previously separate is what creates

happiness in life. Thus, we have the unifying of 

dy`e yi` ,ux`e miny and myb (from miny) and ux`.

As I come to the last chapter of my wonderful, special,

fulfilling years at Maimonides School I thank Hashem for

creating this connection for me and my family. We have

established friendships, professional relationships and

many special bonds with the community, and with so

many families and individuals.

After 11 years I have seen many of the students'

progress from their birth to kindergarten to sixth grade

and beyond.What a zekf to watch them grow! And how

the students, and our school, have grown in zeipgex,

spiritually, and zeinyb, physically, in so many ways! I

smile when I consider the zecn, the cqg, the beautiful

spoken Hebrew, the dlitz, and the connections with

Israel that have been strengthened. I think about art and

music and gym and computers and library and the

numerous after school programs. But, most of all I think

about the growing and building that have been

accomplished in the zenyp, souls, of our children. They

are already, and will be even more profoundly, leaders in

the Jewish community. Maimonides School and the

legacy of the Rav are felt throughout the world through

our students.

With such an extraordinary faculty, who really care and

give their all, our students have an amazing opportunity

to grow each day, each week and each year! 

The final dyxt of this school year is zwg zyxt; the final

dyxt of my career at Maimonides School is zwg zyxt;

perhaps like the dnec` dxt, red heifer, the different

paths that one takes in life may be an enigma; another

way of saying this is that life is, of course, myd cia, in 

G-d's hands.

However, for me a key message from the dyxt is one

that I learned many years ago when I first started

learning `xnb. The cenlz in oiyeciw zkqn interprets the

names of the various places to which l`xyi ipa traveled

in the xacn, desert; towards the end of the dyxt
the Torah mentions the strange sounding place:

dteqa ade z`, Et Vahave Basufa; the Talmud explains

this to mean, that whatever challenges one faces in

learning Torah, the end is always love (dad`=ade).

Dear Maimonides School, dear Maimonides families,

and, especially, my dear Maimonides students:

dteqa ade z`, I leave you with the message of dad`, love!

May you go lig l` lign, from strength to strength! 

that leadership means responsibility,

risk, sacrifice and lots of hard work." He

urged the graduates to make the

synagogue "the main hinge of your

community life," show gratitude to

parents and "above all, always

remember that you are part of a long

chain that links us back to Har Sinai." 

Jeffrey Swartz, chair of the Maimonides

Board of Directors, praised the class as

"an extraordinary group of leaders…

borne aloft on the strength of your

education, now and always." He urged

the graduates to be critical thinkers and

creative leaders, and "our prayer is you

will always be able to forge a loving

Commencement Continued from page 1

Amy Tischler exults with her diploma on the
commencement stage. Sharing her special
moment is Chrstopher Dore, grade 12 dean.
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ceremonial aspect. The second, education, means

not only training teachers ("90 percent of our

visitors and most of the teachers that we train are

not Jewish") but also government personnel like

the FBI, Foreign Service and the United Nations.

The third mandate, he said, is to combat genocide

today. "It's the only national institution that's

dedicated both to the memory of the Holocaust

and learning the lessons from it—an institution

that focuses on the Jewish experience during the

Nazi period, from which to learn that this kind of

dehumanization can happen anywhere. We use

that to try to educate the next generation not just

about the history but what they can do as citizens

of a democracy to make an impact."

Besides escorting dignitaries ("we've had 85

heads of state who have taken specialized tours"),

Mr. Berger is deeply involved with launching the

museum's international tracing service archives.

He also represented the museum at the June

meeting in Prague of the Task Force for

International Cooperation on Holocaust

Education, Remembrance, and Research.

"When I was going to high school at Maimonides,

nobody talked about it, neither survivors nor

those who were the next generation. Nobody

wanted to talk about what happened.There were

no courses," Mr. Berger said. "It was only in the late

'70s that American popular culture began to look

at the Holocaust." 

Mr. Berger and his wife Barbara have two sons and

one grandchild.

Jewish unity." Both Mr. Swartz and Ken Weinstein,

General Studies principal for the Middle and

Upper School, lauded the Maimonides faculty for

its role in preparing the Class of 2007.

In his final charge to the graduates, Mr. Weinstein

told them, "I hope your time has allowed you to

discover one thing you can be passionate about,

and one thing you can be successful at." The

passion, he advised, "is the joy of getting there.

Try—and fail; try—and succeed, by your own

standard, not by society's. Taking the road less

traveled is almost always more satisfying."

Other members of Maimonides School's 55th

graduating class are Elana Adler, Elia Altabet,

Chaim Andler, Svia Bension, David Betesh, AALLUUMMNNII

Shoshana Blechner, Emma Brandt, Michael Stern Cohen, Alexander Edelman, Rachel Epstein,

Meirav Gebler, Shlomo Golshirazian, David Gurevich, Eliezer Hutton, Nathaniel Jaret, Dena Katz,

Benjamin Koevary, Yael Krimsky, Adam Lamport, Bela Lawless, Jonathan Miller, Joseph

Mitchneck, Yael Mizrahi-Arnaud, Leia Poritz, Berl Rechester, David Roth, Danit Rozman, Alyse

Schongold, Ariel Short, Lauren Solomont, Shoshana Spellman, Joshua Stein, Amy Tischler,

Abigail Vishniavsky, Jacob Warren, Helene Weiner, Margaret Wyschogrod and Ruth Zisblatt.

Mazal tov to...
Naftoli '57 and Evy Stern on the marriage of their daughter Nava to Itamar Tsuri in Haifa.

Joy (Singer) '75 and Michael Sydney on the engagement of their son Joshua to Beth Shrager.

Judy (Golub) '79 and Rich Glass on the bar mitzvah of their son, Andrew David.

Perry Antleman '82 on his marriage to Tamara Kesselman, Maimonides School director of admissions.

Rabbi Asher '82 and Rachel Lopatin on the birth of their son, Gideon Bert Shalom.

Orit (Benitah) '92 and Seth Gribetz on the birth of a daughter, Nicola Raquel.

Paul '93 and Shulamit Hurwitz on the birth of their daughter, Sheindel Nava. Grandparents are Marjorie
(Einstein) '62 and Dr. Edward Hurwitz.

Rabbi Aaron '94 and Elisheva Levitt on the birth of twins, a boy and a girl, Simcha and Rina Yocheved.

Beruria (Cohn) '94 and Jonathan Novich on the birth of their daughter, Sarit Beth.

Michelle (Harel) '94 and Michael Papper on the birth of their son, Zachary Alexander.

Chanah (Charpak) '94 and Yitzhack Vermes on the birth of their daughter, Gabriella Tova.

Dr. Yael (Hoffman) '95 and Jesse Sage on the birth of their daughter, Shiraz Rina Tzipora.

Anne (Lopkin) '96 and Avner '96 Aliphas on the birth of their son, Noah Samuel.

Leah (Lamport) '96 and Matthew Garland on the birth of their son, Max Nathan.

Eli Geller '96 and Ashley Marx on the birth of their daughter.

Debra Marton '96 and Rachel (Moskowitz) Wilensky '96 for each receiving a doctorate in psychology from
Yeshiva University's Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology.

Jonathan and Shira Spielman '96 on the birth of their son, Shlomo Chaim.

Dr. Hyim Baronofsky '98 on receiving a doctor of podiatric medicine degree from Dr.William M. Scholl College
of Podiatric Medicine of the Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science.

Joanna (Siev) '98 and Jonathan Rogers on the birth of their son, Zachary Asher.

Penina Schreiber '99 on her engagement to Rick Dorfman.

Jonathan Lopkin '00 on his engagement to Nichole Greenberg.

Rachel Miller '00 on her engagement to Justin Sakofs.

Rachel Chiel '01 on her marriage to David Katz. Mazel tov to Rachel’s parents, Jonathan ‘75 and Judith Chiel.

Talia Liben '02 and Gabriel Yarmush '02 on their marriage.

Michelle Singer '02 and David Osband '02 on their engagement.

Lev Novikov '03 on his engagement to Jacqueline Book.

Condolences to...
The Ziskind Family on the passing of Rivkah (Abramovitz) Ziskind '67, a"h, of Lakewood, NJ.

Gideon Abramowitz '67 on the loss of his beloved mother, Pauline Abramowitz, a"h.

Bernard Newman '67 on the loss of his beloved mother, Bertha Newman, a"h.

Zvi Citron '00 on the loss of his beloved father, Richard Citron, z"l.
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Maimonides School has presented a unique

graduation gift to each member of its Class of

2007: voluntary screening for entry into the

national bone marrow donor registry,

through the Gift of Life Foundation.

"We have raised money to pay the lab costs

for processing each sample," Rabbi Yair

Altshuler, Maimonides Middle and Upper

School principal, told parents of the seniors.

"The kit is thus a gift to your daughter or son.

In return, she or he might someday have the

merit of saving a life."

The Class of 2007 is the last class at

Maimonides to have studied with English

teacher Sharon Steiff, a"h, who died of

leukemia in January 2004. A bone marrow

screening at the school in August 2003

resulted in 613 samples, and so far one

successful match.

"While she hoped and prayed that a match

would be found for her, she was sure that

matches would be made for others as a result

of her drive. Knowing that gave her great

pleasure and comfort," Suzi Fuld of Brookline

told the seniors. Mrs. Fuld, a Maimonides

parent who first befriended Miss Steiff almost

30 years ago, organized the donor screening

for the graduating class.

"The chances of finding matches for Jewish

patients increase with more Jewish people in

the registry," Mrs. Fuld pointed out. "And that

was how I came up with this idea of a

graduation gift of life. If every day school

student in the country got tested as soon as

they turned 18, they… could be in the registry

until they turn 61."

The seniors' introduction to the registry was a

two-day process, beginning with consid-

eration of bone marrow and stem cell

donation from the scientific and medical

perspective, as well as from the view of Jewish

law. Before committing, they heard details on

cancer as a disease, and the variables involved

in matching transplants, from Dr. David Fisher,

an oncologist and father of four Maimonides

students. Also addressing the class was Rabbi

David Shapiro, Maimonides School Rosh

Yeshiva, who examined Jewish teachings on

the central importance of saving human life.

The following day, Gift of Life volunteers

Louise Cohen and Geri Feldman directed the

participating students through the release

forms and the sampling process—which

consists of a series of strokes inside the cheek

with cotton swabs. Students not yet 18

completed forms so that they will receive a

birthday greeting from Gift of Life—and

instructions on how to order a testing kit

online.

"We are proud to be the first day school to

offer such a program," Rabbi Altshuler said.

"The Gift of Life Foundation intends to share

our teaching materials with other day schools

and to encourage them to follow our lead." 

A SPECIAL 2007 GRADUATION GIFT: BONE MARROW REGISTRY SCREENING

Almost 400 seniors, parents, teachers, friends and supporters

celebrated the educational partnership between Maimonides School

and Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston at the school's

Annual Gala Sunday, June 10 at the John F. Kennedy Presidential

Library and Museum.

Highlight of the event was recognition of the leaders of CJP, Chairman

Myra Kraft and President Barry Shrage. Each spoke of the valuable

contributions Maimonides School and its heritage make to the Greater

Boston Jewish community. Mrs. Kraft referred to her recent conver-

sations with students as enlightening and inspiring, particularly in

connection with their community service. Mr. Shrage cited teachings of

the school's founder, Rabbi Dr. Joseph B. Soloveitchik, zt"l, as embracing

community-wide goals.

The Gala is also the culmination of the school's annual campaign, and

Executive Director Joshua Wolff announced that Maimonides is closing

in on its goal of $2 million.

Sharing the spotlight were the members of the Maimonides Class of

2007. Rachel Epstein and Jonathan Miller, Student Council co-

presidents, spoke of student accomplishments over the past academic

year and thanked the administration and faculty for their contri-

butions. Amy Tischler and Margaret Wyschogrod described their

semester of volunteer service, part of the Maimonides senior class

curriculum for decades.

The honorees were introduced by a video presentation, which was

preceded by remarks from Michael Bohnen, long-time Boston Jewish

community leader. He emphasized the urgency of making day-school

education accessible and affordable. Also addressing the celebration

was Mrs. Kraft's husband Robert, owner of the New England Patriots,

who spoke of the importance of strengthening Jewish tradition. Other

speakers were Jeffrey Swartz, chair of the Maimonides School Board of

Directors, and Rabbi Yair Altshuler, Middle and Upper School principal.

Co-chairs of the Gala were Deborah Gyenes and Roni Pick.

Tribute Committee chairs were Mr. Bohnen, Abraham Levovitz and

Cynthia Shulman.

GALA A CELEBRATION OF MAIMONIDES' EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP WITH CJP

Robert Kraft, left, joins his wife Myra, Chair of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Board, and Barry Shrage, CJP President, during the Maimonides School Gala. The
CJP leaders were honorees at the affair, held at the JFK Library.
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Seniors' Smiles Illuminate Commencement Day
Commencemenrt day always is illuminated by the smiles of seniors as they complete their

Maimonides School student careers. Some of this year's noteworrthy smiles belong to (from top)

Elana Kesselman as she high-fives her classmates after delivering the English essay; new alumni,

from left, Jonathan Miller, Elia Altabet, Noam Hassenfeld, Hebrew valedictorian, and Ben Koevary;

and classmates Dena Katz, Leia Poritz, Abigail Vishniavsky, Emma Brandt and Alyse Schongold.

5

PLANS PROCEED FOR
FALL ANNIVERSARY
EVENT 
Plans for launching Maimonides School's

70th anniversary year with an autumn

weekend of scholarship, reflection and

celebration are well underway. And the

excitement and anticipation have been

sharpened by the adoption of a new

anniversary logo.

The planning committee, led by Iris Frisch

and Marc Epstein, is putting together a

program that will feature some of the

leading figures in the observant Jewish

world, as well as some of Maimonides

school's earliest graduates and students.

Plans call for the alumni to interact with

students and teachers in the classroom and

to be involved in a community presentation.

Among the physical highlights of the 70th

anniversary celebration are permanent

display walls, celebrating the school's

mission and achievements, in Saval

Audiutorium and in the Brener Lower

Elementary School. Through use of state-of-

the-art technology, the walls will be

designed to include video components.

Miriam Tropp Spear, parent and architect, is

involved with the design of this project.

"In addition to the wall, we're going to try to

put appropriate quotes in the classrooms,"

Mr. Epstein said, "so the Rav's thought

permeates the school environment."

Mr. Epstein said he hopes the entire year of

activities will be mapped over the course of

the summer. Subcommittees are being

organized to plan the events, which include:

• A mid-year "celebration of our students."

Components may include a "battle of the

bands," interscholastic basketball, a

concert aimed at younger students, an

arts festival and a chidon haTanach.

• A major event in the spring aimed at

celebrating the school's future.

• An event in Israel designed to bring

together more than 170 alumni who

reside there.

Also under consideration are a community

chesed day for all students, updating the

alumni directory and a series of speakers

representing the school's seven decades.  
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Siyum Culminates Grade 6
Thirty-one Maimonides School sixth graders formally
marked the end of their Elementary School years on
June 19 by displaying the culmination of their year-
long study of the Book of Shmuel Alef.

The annual Sixth Grade Siyum featured display
boards by the 31 class members illustrating and
expounding on individual verses.Visiting parents and
friends toured the perimeter of the Brener Building
gymnasium, where students explained their projects
and elaborated on their significance.

"This is not just about the sixth grade. It's about the
whole Maimonides experience," Rabbi Stuart
Klammer, Elementary School principal, said as he
introduced the siyum. Speaking directly to the sixth
graders, he applauded "the way you act according to
the Torah, each and every day." It was the final formal
event at Maimonides for Rabbi Klammer as well as for
General Studies Principal Nancy Posner and Assistant
Principal Lisa Scott. All three have accepted positions
at other institutions for the coming school year.

Rabbi David Shapiro, Rosh Yeshiva, told the sixth
graders that some of their studies of Sefer Shmuel will
lead into their first formal Talmud classes next year.
He also reminded them to "stay in shape this
summer" with daily tefillot. Rabbi Yakov Beker, the
Judaic Studies teacher who coordinated the siyum
projects, cited "the great moral lessons that the sixth
graders learned so well." 

Also featured were selections by an Elementary
School instrumental ensemble, led by Elana Nouriel, a
multimedia presentation and presentation of the
sixth grade yearbooks and certificates.

Ready to expound on their display at the Sixth Grade Siyum
are, from left, Odeya Durani, Ilana Schiff and Bracha Hirsch.

OPPORTUNITIES EXCITE New K-6 Principal
"It's a chance to make my mark in Jewish education,

to meet new people and a new staff, to work at a

prestigious school. All of these things are very

exciting."

Rabbi David Saltzman, who has been named

principal of the elementary grades at Maimonides ,

beginning this summer, says he is looking forward

to a new opportunity "to use my experience, my

education and my strengths at the level of running

a school. I'll be trying to improve something that's already excellent."

Rabbi Saltzman, 37, grew up Chicago (and is still a "big Cubs fan"). After two

years at Kerem B'Yavneh in Israel, he enrolled in Yeshiva University, earning not

only an undergraduate degree in economics in 1993 but also a master's in

education and rabbinic ordination. "I'm currently finishing up toward my

doctorate in educational supervision and administration," he said.

"I certainly believe that the nature of education is changing, with ability to use

technology in the classroom and knowing more about cooperative learning

and differentiated instruction," Rabbi Saltzman observed. "I feel my

relationship with anybody—but especially with teachers—is cooperative,

collaborative, one in which we share ideas, are respectful of each other and

with everybody throughout the entire school. We should be viewed as one

unit working toward the same goal."

He has a dozen years of experience at Yavneh Academy and Yeshivat Har

Torah, where he most recently was a teacher and director of programming.The

pre-K-8 school in the Little Neck section of Queens has an enrollment of about

450. "My strength is fifth grade, but I've taught sixth, seventh and eighth at Har

Torah, and in terms of programming and supervision I was responsible for the

entire school… Obviously I love working with kids, especially the younger age

group."

Rabbi Saltzman offered some examples of successful schoolwide

programming he has planned and executed. "We have an extensive Chanukah

program here that involves chesed, ruach, a color war for the younger kids. I

was in charge of the Grade 8 yearbook. We run a couple of tzedakah drives

throughout the year and raise thousands of dollars. There's a Yachad

Shabbaton, Yom Ha'Atzmaut, Yom Yerushalayim—always changing always

something different."

He also is co-director of the Westchester Day School's summer day program,

and is a former associate director of Yeshiva University's programming in

countries of the former Soviet Union (his successor, Rabbi Ari Rockoff '92, is

also his neighbor.)

As a student at YU, "you learn a lot about the Rav's philosophy, about his

teachings," Rabbi Saltzman said, referring to Maimonides School's revered

founder, Rabbi Dr. Joseph Soloveitchik, zt"l. He also noted that "I was influenced

by the Soloveitchik Famly growing up in Chicago, where Rav Ahron (the Rav's

brother) was mara d'atra in the city."

Rabbi Saltzman and his wife Jodi have four children: Atara, 10, Moshe, 8, Talya,

5, and Yoni, 3. The parents attended the Maimonides Gala June 10 at the

Kennedy Library, and he said "we really enjoyed meeting everybody and

making new relationships. Everybody is really going out of their way to make

us welcome, and doing all that they can to help us with the transition." Students, parents and friends from the Sephardic community
celebrate the dedication of the Beit Midrash with song.
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The renovations, including a Holy Ark and other

synagogue accoutrements, result from a

generous donation by Mr. and Mrs. Edmund

Shamsi of Brookline. Mr. Shamsi, a businessman

and real estate developer, is a native of Iran.

The Maimonides campus's S. Joseph Solomont

Synagogue is large enough to accommodate all

students in Grades 7-12. However, Sephardic

students, with variations in the structure and

content of some religious observances, have

been praying separately for about nine years—

in a classroom.

"There is no 'better' way," Rabbi Yair Altshuler,

Middle and Upper School principal, told all the

students at an assembly following the

dedication. "There is no 'right' way."

Maimonides, he said, tries to incorporate the

best of both traditions. Shlomo Golshirazian '07,

a student leader of the Sephardic minyan,

agreed. "We're all in the same boat here—

praying to the same G-d, praying for Israel.

Having this new shul enhances the spirituality of

the school." He addressed the assembly with his

classmate, David Betesh.

A history lesson by Rabbi Altshuler was a

cornerstone of the dedication program. The

word Sfard means Spain, he explained, and

when Jews were expelled from the Iberian

Peninsula in 1492, "they took with them the

pride of the Spanish community" to North

Africa, the Middle East and other destinations.

Spanish Jewry originally migrated from

Babylonia, which was home to a thriving

community that began with the exile following

the destruction of the Temple in 586 B.C.E.

Rabbi Altshuler pointed out that the origins of

Ashkenaz (the word means German) are actually

in Israel, from which many Jews traveled to

Rome, often unwillingly, early in the Common

Era. Over the centuries that culture dispersed

throughout Europe.

Nathan Katz '73, a Maimonides director who

chairs the school's institutional advancement,

introduced the dedication as "a milestone for

our school." Mr. Shamsi, who had the honor of

affixing a mezzuzah to the doorpost of the beit

midrash, pointed out that Mr. Katz's father, Erwin,

years ago provided space for a Sephardic

service at the Young Israel of Brookline.

Mr. Shamsi also was the first to carry a Torah

scroll through the halls of the school to its new

home. The Torah, in the Sephardic upright style,

was also carried by Rabbi David Ma'ayan, the

Judaic Studies teacher who oversees the

group's daily minyanim. Also on hand were Mr.

Shamsi's wife Helene, and several rabbis and

members of area Sephardic congregations.

The newly-dedicated space is called "Libi

B'mizrach" (my heart is in the East), the title of a

famous work by the 12th-century Jewish poet in

Spain, Yehuda Halevi. The renovations include

finishes, carpeting and furnishings, and were

overseen by Mervin Alge, operations director.

DEDICATION OF BEIT MIDRASH Continued from page 1

SCHOOL MOURNS PASSING OF SIDNEY BLECHNER, z"l
The Maimonides community was saddened by the recent

passing of Sidney Blechner, z"l, officer, director, parent,

grandparent and supporter, whose legacy has touched the

school family for five decades.

Mr. Blechner, a survivor of the Shoah who built a new life in the

United States, joined the Maimonides School Board of Directors

in the mid-1950s. His philanthropy extended to synagogues and

agencies throughout the Orthodox community, as well as Israel.

Mr. Blechner was one of the school's earliest honorees, in 1978. "We honor this individual

who sees the survival of our people as being dependent upon chinuch, the education of our

children," said his biography in the Scholarship Adbook.

Mr. Blechner was the father of four Maimonides School graduates: Mark '67, Miriam

Bodenheim '68, Renee Hirsch '76 and Zev '76, and grandfather of four alumni, Elisha '96,

Joshua '99, Michelle Blechner Nyer '02 and Shoshana '04. His grandchildren Joseph '09 and

Noach '11 are students in the Upper School.
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ELECTED STUDENT LEADERS: Incoming

seniors Sarah Cassel and Felicia Kuperwaser

have been elected co-presidents of the Middle and Upper

School Student Council. Chosen Chesed Club presidents

were their classmates Jessica Jaffe, Avi-Hi Youshaei and

Margaret Zwiebach.

The creation of the State of Israel is one of the seminal events in Jewish History.
Recognizing the significance of the state and its national institutions, we seek to instill in our students an 

attachment to the State of Israel and its people as well as a sense of responsibility for their welfare.

MATH TEAM'S STATE SUCCESS: The Upper School mathematics

team finished second among the 12 "small" schools invited to

participate in the Massachusetts Association of Mathematics

Leagues State Tournament March 30 at Shrewsbury High

School.Team members who competed in the state meet were

seniors Joseph Mitchneck and Joshua Stein, junior Yehudah Leib

Ahearn, sophomores Harry Chiel and Hana Snow (team high scorer

in the contest) and Daniel Poritz, who is in eighth grade.

Faculty advisor and coordinator

of competitive math at the

school is Michael Schockett,

Math Department teacher and

co-chair.

NEW DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS: Hal Borkow, Middle School

English and history teacher and Learning Center specialist,

has been named Maimonides School's director of athletics.

Mr. Borkow is a 2000 graduate of the University of Michigan,

where he was a sports writer for the Michigan Review and a

broadcaster for the university's radio station. Before coming

to Maimonides to teach English in 2003, he worked as a

production assistant for Fox Sports

New England. Mr. Borkow's second

cousin, Robert Borkow, director of

the Middle School, is a former

Maimonides athletics director.

LEADING BY EXPERIENCE:

Mrs. Devorah Cohn, Maimonides

School teacher for almost 40

years and widow of Rabbi M.J.

Cohn, z”l, Principal Emeritus, led

the faculty procession at

commencement ceremonies

June 17. Mrs. Cohn,

escorted by her son,

Rabbi Reuven Cohn of

the Upper School faculty, was followed by

two Upper School teachers with 70 years of

combined service, Rabbi Zalmen Stein and

Michael Schockett.

STUDENTS PRESENT PLAY IN HEBREW: Hours of

creativity and hard work came to fruition on Yom

Yerushalayim May 16, with the presentation by a

group of Middle and Upper School students of a

play in Hebrew. According to Galit Grutman, the

school's rakezet of Hebrew Language, the play was

based on the book Etz Hadumin Tafus by Gila

Almagor. The setting was post-Holocaust Israel and

a refugee girl at kibbutz. Inbar Cohen adapted the

story to drama, and directed it along with Shira

Levy, Bnei Akiva shlicha. Actors and actresses were

sophomore Talia Deitsch, eighth graders Tamar

Kosowsky, Sara Jacobs, Tzukit Cohen and seventh

graders Yonina Frim, Rinat Gruen, Ayelet Pinnolis.

NATIONAL POETRY WINNER: David

Rubinstein '12 won the Grades 6-8 Division

of "Slavery to Sinai," a poetry contest

sponsored in the spring by The Jewish Press,

the nation's largest independent Jewish

weekly newspaper. His entry, entitled "A

Prayer for Yerushalayim," was published in

the May 25 edition. Entries came from 16

states as well as England and Israel.
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